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The long-standing conjecture of Gilbert and Pollak states that for any set of n 
given points in the euclidean plane. the ratio of the length of a Steiner minimal tree 
and the length of a minimal (spanning) tree is at least d/2. This conjecture was 
shown to be true for n = 3 by Gilbert and Pollak. and for n = 4 by Pollak. 
However, the proof for n = 4 by Pollak is sufficiently complicated that no 
generalization to any other value of n has been found. We use a different approach 
to give a very short proof for the n = 4 case. This approach also allows us to attack 
the n = 5 case, though the proof is no longer short (to be reported in a subsequent 
paw 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P denote a given set of n points in the euclidean plane. A Steiner 
minimal tree for P is the shortest network (clearly, it has to be a tree) inter- 
connecting P. Junctions of the network which are not in P are called Steiner 
points. A tree connecting P without using any Steiner point is called a 
spanning tree and a shortest spanning tree is called a minimal (spanning) 
tree. Let L,(P) and L,w(P) denote the lengths of a Steiner minimal tree and a 
minimal tree for P, respectively. Gilbert and Pollak [ 1 J conjectured that 
wvLm a VW f or all P and proved its truth for n = 3. Later, Pollak 
[ 31 proved the conjecture for n = 4. However, he commented that: “Unfor- 
tunately the proof is sufficiently complicated that immediate generalization 
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to arbitrary n, no matter how desirable, is unlikely.” In fact, no successful 
attempt for the n = 5 case has been reported. 
Pollak’s approach is to consider all the possible patterns of minimal trees 
on n points (there are five patterns for n = 4) and to give a separate proof of 
the conjecture for each distinct pattern. In this paper we propose a different 
approach which shows that there always exists a spanning tree T (not 
necessarily minimal) satisfying L,(P)&(P) > G/2. Since tr(P) > L,(P), 
the conjecture is again proved. We give a very short proof for the n = 4 case 
here. The n = 5 case (much more complicated) will be taken care of in a 
subsequent paper. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
Let S denote a Steiner minimal tree with n = 4 given points, Then it is 
well known [2] that the number of Steiner points is at most two. 
Furthermore, we may assume (as in 13)) that S has exactly two Steiner 
points, for otherwise S can be decomposed into two Steiner minimal trees 
each of which has at most three given points and the conjecture for n = 4 is 
proved by induction. A short and elegant proof of the following lemma is 
given in [3]. 
LEMMA 1. The quadrilateral formed by the four given points of S is 
convex. 
Let A, B, C, D be the four given points of S as shown in Fig. 1. 
Construct equilateral triangles AABE, ACDF and AAFG, where E is away 
from CD, F is away from AB and G is away from BC. Then Melzak ]2] 
proved 
FIG. 1. Melzak construction. 
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FIG. 2. Three line segments. 
LEMMA 2. L,(P)=IEFI=IBGI. 
Pollak [3] showed that the following two lemmas are direct consequences 
of the law of cosines: 
LEMMA 3. If two line segments AB and BC meet at an angle of at least 
120”, then IAC( > fi/2((AB( + IX/). 
LEMMA 4. If three line segments AB, BC, CD meet as shown in Fig. 2, 
where <ABC and QBCD are both of at least 120°, then 1 AD I> fi/2((ABI + 
lBC\ + ICDl). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We are now ready ‘to give a short proof of the following result of Pollak. 
THEOREM. l,(P)/f,(P) > p/2 for all P such that n = 4. 
Proof: Let S be the Steiner minimal tree as shown in Fig. 3 where A, B, 
C, D are the given points and P, Q are the Steiner points. 
Without loss of generality, assume <BAD + QADC > 180”. We consider 
four subcases: 
(i) <BAD < 120”, QADC < 1200. Construct equilateral triangles 
AABE, ACDF as in Fig. 4. Extend EA and FD to meet at H. 
Then 
QAHD = 180” - SCDAH - QHDA = 180” - (1800 - KBAD - QEAB) 
- (180” - <ADC - QCDF) > 120”. 
FIG. 3. A Steiner minimal tree. 
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FIG. 4. Figure for case (i). 
In the remaining cases, we assume one of the two angles, <BAD and 
<ADC is greater than 120”. Without loss of generality, we assume 
<BAD > 120”. 
Construct equilateral triangles AABE, ACDF and AAFG as shown in 
Fig. 5. Connect AC, AD, BC, and DG. 
(ii) <ADC > 60”. Since 
QEAD = 360” - QEAB - <BAD > 120° 
and 
KADF = KADC + xCDF > 1200, 
L,(J? = IW > &WA I+ WI + WI) 
= &2(JBAI + [ADI + lDCl)> fi/2L,(P). 
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FIG. 5. Figure for cases (ii), (iii) and (iv). 
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(iii) <CAD > 60°. Since 
I@(= IDFI, WI = I GFI, QAFC = 60” - QDFA = QGFD, 
we have AAFC z AGFD; hence (AC\ = ) DGI and QFCA = <FDG. Come- 
quently, 
QGDA = 360” - aFDG - QCDF - &4DC 
= 300’ - QFCA - KADC 
= 300” - <FCD - KDCA - +z.ADC 
= 240°- (QDCA + UDC) 
= 60° + <CAD > 120”. 
Furthermore, <BAD > 1200 by assumption. Therefore 
W’) = IBGI > fi/WAI + (ADI + lDGl> 
= &/2((BA) + lADI+ (AC]) > \/jj2L,(P). 
(iv) <ADC < 60°, <CAD < 60”. Then 
<EAC = QEAB + aBAC = 60” + <BAD - <CAD > 120” 
and 
QFCA = @CD -I- xDCA = 60° f ( 180° - &4DC - <CAD) > 1200. 
Hence 
L,(P) = PI > d%WA I + 14 + I Cd) 
= &2(1AB( f [AC] + ICDl) > fi/2L,(P). 
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